
Loaves with Spelt, Oats and Rye

This is a two-day recipe using an overnight starter.  The final dough can be prepared the next morning 
and baked later in the day.  The combination of bread, spelt, rye and oat flours gives the loaves a 
complex flavor.  By working the dough with both a stand mixer and “stretch-and-fold”, the texture is 
both light and chewy.

The Starter (poolish)
• ¾ cup lukewarm water
• ¼ tsp yeast
• ½ cup rye flour
• ½ cup bread flour

In a small mixing bowl, combine the water with yeast.  Let stand for 5 to 10 minutes to dissolve the 
yeast.   Then stir in the bread and rye flours.  Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and set out on the 
counter for 6 to 8 hours.  Refrigerate overnight.

Dough Ingredients
• 1 ½ cups water
• 2 tsp yeast
• all of the poolish
• 2 cups bread flour
• ¾ cup spelt flour
• ¼ cup oat flour
• 2 ¼  tsp salt
• ¼ cup sesame seeds, toasted
• 2 T brown sugar or molasses
• 2 T olive oil

In large bowl of electric stand mixer, combine the water and yeast.  Let stand for 5 to 10 minutes to 
dissolve yeast.  Next, stir in the poolish and mix it in with your fingers.
Add the brown sugar and olive oil to the above mixture.
Use a separate (medium) mixing bowl to combine the dry ingredients (bread flour, spelt flour, oat flour,
salt and sesame seeds).  Stir well.
Now gradually stir the dry ingredients into the yeast mixture by hand.
Attach the dough hook and mix on medium speed for 5 to 8 minutes.    The dough should form a soft 
ball.  If it is still too sticky, cover the bowl with a large towel and let it rest for 30 to 45 minutes.  Now 
resume mixing and  the dough should come together in a ball.  
Detach the bowl from the mixer and remove the dough hook.  Keep the bowl covered and let it rest on 
the counter for 30 minutes.  
Next start the “stretch-and-fold” process.  The dough remains in the large mixing bowl while you work 
it with wet hands, gently gathering it up to stretch it and fold it over itself.  See video demonstrations:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYzxulQY1Gc

Do the stretch and fold three or four times with rest periods about 30 minutes apart. 
Then prepare two baking sheets by lining them with parchment paper.  
Remove the dough from the mixing bowl and set it on a counter that has been sprinkled with cold 
water.  Use a kitchen shears to cut dough in two equal pieces.  Use wet hands to shape each portion of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYzxulQY1Gc


dough into a ball.  Place the balls in the  middle of each baking sheet.  You can sprinkle the tops of each
loaf with a little salt and additional sesame seeds.  I like to cover each ball of dough with a large 
inverted mixing bowl while they are in the proofing stage.  Let dough rise to increase in size, about 30 
to 40 minutes.
Next preheat your oven to 425 minutes.  Use baking stones if you have them.  
After the oven is hot and the loaves have doubled in size,  Use a baking peel to slide under the 
parchment paper and loaves and transfer them directly onto the baking stones.  I like to place the 
inverted metal bowls over the loaves in the oven.  This helps increase the oven-spring and develop a 
crisp crust.
Bake for 28 minutes and then check how the loaves are doing under the bowls.  Uncover the loaves and
bake for 10 minutes more so the loaves will become golden brown.
Cool loaves on a wire rack thoroughly before slicing.


